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It is an uncommon event when a University President overtly
discusses fundamental educational policies. Usually, the administra-
tive officer of a great university must spend his time on a multitude
of practical matters which leave little time for the consideration of
the main job of the University, even though the inclination might
be present. The recent lectures of Robert Maynard Hutchins,
President of the University of Chicago, entitled, "The Higher
Learning in America," came, therefore, as a pleasant and somewhat
surprising innovation. Delivered before the Yale Law School, these
lectures were stimulating and provocative, and, in many quarters,
disturbing. New ideas are always stimulating and become provoca-
tive when they deal with fundamental matters; they are disturbing
when they are subversive of traditional procedures. Those who are
engaged in education in our own time show the same tendency to
establish scholastic cults as did their forbears, and any interference
with the machinery of the cult is just as bitterly resented as it was in
the days of the founding of universities. But President Hutchins'
lectures have been upsetting as well, because they were, for reasons
of emphasis, couched in somewhat dramatic terms which have
resulted in numerous misunderstandings. Furthermore, the ideas
themselves put many who are engaged in education on the defensive.
Nowhere is this more apparent thanin the discussion ofvocationalism
and the higher learning.
Teachers and administrative officers of schools of law and medi-
cine, of music and art, as well as those engaged in training young
people in specific technics, have resented dismissal from the purlieus
of the true university. The reason for this seems quite obvious, for
it is a human trait to desire to be a part of the best and, in President
Hutchins' definition, the university would be the seat of the best
that is known. To be barred from participation in this best is tanta-
mount to an insult. This explains in part, at least, why discussion
of the true university nearly always results in discord. Professional
schools, such as those of law and medicine particularly, object to
being divorced from the university. They have been justifiably
proud of their record in the past and see no reason why they should
not be accepted within the inner gates. A conflict arises, therefore,YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
between the university as a seat of the higher learning and the
professional school. To resolve this conflict requires adequate defini-
tions of the terms university and professiomsl school and a considera-
tion of a possible relationship between the two.
Let it be said at the outset that President Hutchins' exposition
of what the true university should be is brilliant and impressive in
a unique manner. It is brilliant in its simplicity and impressive
because it is grounded on a seemingly irrefutable assumption.
Probably the most characteristic element in our modern civiliza-
tion is science. Its growth and development have changed the face
of the world and radically modified all of our human relationships.
It has grown with extraordinary rapidity and has demonstrated over
and over again its value. But note that one of the primitive assump-
tions of science is that we live in a universe of order; order deter-
mined by, and controlled through, the operation of fundamental
principles capable of elucidation and reasonably exact definition.
This assumption states that there is a metaphysics, a body of uni-
versal laws which can be grasped by the human intellect and utilized
effectively in the solution of human problems. For President
Hutchins, the university would be the place where students could
go to study metaphysics inthis sense and where students-and scholars
alike could investigate, and enlarge, and clarify this metaphysics.
Much criticism has been directed at the idea on the ground that it is
authoritarian, or that it leads to authoritarianism. This, of course,
is true, because science is authoritarian. It seems to be an inescapable
aspect of the world in which we live.
The idea has also been criticized because attention was called to
the fundamental concepts which developed the earlier universities.
They were founded on a belief in the unities and were designed as
places where men could go to study and further these unities.
Because, in our modern scheme of things, we have become more
interested in the units than in the unities, many have said that this
program was a definite step backward. On the contrary, in carrying
analysis too far, ultimate ends have been lost and it now becomes
imperative that the relationships between units be studied with the
same meticulous care. The university should be, therefore, a place
where first principles are investigated, analyzed, and learned; where
goals are examined; and where the Universe and man's relation to
it are studied. This is no mean undertaking, and at first sight it
would seem to leave little remaining time for the kind of training
expected of our universities, that is, to fit men "for Publick Employ-
ment both in Church and Civil State." In other words, there would
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seem to be little opportunity for training in the technics of earning a
living, and yet the vast majority of students enter universities with
this end in view. Thus, we are brought face to face with one of the
dilemmas envisaged by President Hutchins.
If the university is to train men in first principles, it should not
concern itself with the inculcation of the modus operandi of earning
a living. President Hutchins makes an extraordinarily valuable
point here, for he suggests that a university operating according to
the plan he has outlined would shift the emphasis of higher educa-
tion from the means to an end, to the end itself.
In our modern complex civilization, multitudinous new technics
have been developed so rapidly as to outstrip man's ability to assimi-
late them. Innumerable means to ends are at hand, but the ends
themselves are lost or their outlines are so blurred as to be of little
value. It is imperative, then, that our institutions of higher learning
should foster every attempt at better understanding of the Universe
and of man's relation to it. This is particularly true of the profes-
sional schools which are designed to further the learned professions.
From this source must come the leaders of the future.
It is at this point that the widest differences of opinion are likely
to arise. The professional schools, in particular, affirm somewhat
heatedly, and with somejustification, that they are not trade schools;
rather they assert that the emphasis in all the teaching is upon funda-
mental principles, with the practice of the profession included as an
exceedingly necessary part. In medical schools there is much talk of
these principles, even though the curriculum demonstrates in many
instances that a very high proportion of the student's time is spent in
acquiringspecific technics. In fact, the division of all medical schools
into preclinical and dinical years is a tacit admission of this fact.
During the first two years, the student is theoretically taught the
fundamental principles of anatomy and physiology, of biochemistry
and pharmacology, of pathology and bacteriology. So equipped, he
then passes to the study of the practice of medicine and, at the same
time, concerns himself with the principles of diagnosis and therapeu-
tics. Even this picture is not a true one, for alarge percentage of the
first two years is spent in the study of laboratory technics designed to
train the student to observe accurately and to draw valid conclusions
from these observations. As medicine and its cognate sciences have
developed, the medical schools have steadily added to the content of
all courses. Occasionally, these additions have been what might be
called fundamental principles, but the major part of the added mate-
rial consists of new technics. In fact, it may be said without much
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fear of contradiction, that the modern medical student is lost in a
maze of highly refined technics, the vast majority of which he will
never use again and the significance of which he very rarely grasps.
The medical schools, like most of the departments supposedly teach-
ing science, have come to look upon laboratory procedures as ends in
themselves. Thus, the entire value of laboratory work is lost in a
mass of inconsequential detail. It may be said without equivocation
that the only justification for laboratory work is that it makes it pos-
sible for the student to give objectivity to his study of fundamental
principles. Unless laboratory courses are of this sort they defeat
their own ends and the confusion of the student is worse confounded.
Much of the new material has been simply added; in very few
instances does it replace older data. As a result, the medical student
must become a perambulating encyclopedia. Those who attain the
medical degree are usually so stuffed with facts that they fail to
acquire the ability to handle them. Hence, it is not an uncommon
phenomenon to find the average student outdistancing, in the give
and take ofthe medicalworld, the recpient of high academic ratings.
All this has arisen because the schools have tried to grasp principles
with one hand and, with the other, have sought to reach out for effi-
cient practice, with the result that the student and faculty alike are
constantly pulled in two directions. President Hutchins has clearly
recognized all this and has sought to resolve the problem by divorc-
ing from the university the teaching of the practice of a profession.
Wherever practice is the sole aim of any teaching unit, he is
undeniably right; it should be separated from the university. But
none of our professional schools will admit assignment to this cate-
gory. While agreeing that they attempt to train men in the practice
of medicine, they assert that they train men also in the fundamentals
of the profession and, hence, they should be permitted a place in the
inner council of the higher learning. And they should, providing
one step is taken.
Professional schools in general, and the medical schools in par-
ticular, should wholeheartedly revise their curricula, ruthlessly
eliminating every technic which does not contribute directly to an
adequate understanding of fundamental principles. Such a pro-
cedure would result in an immense simplification of the whole pro-
gram of professional education and would set that particular school
apart as a leader in its field. This does not mean that the student
would come out of such a school utterly unable to practice his
profession; in all probability quite the contrary would be true.
There is no reason why intelligent selection of the technics necessary
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to give objectivity to study should not include procedures which
demonstrate the application of fundamental principles to specific
problems. Many practices useful in everyday life are beautiful
expositions of fundamental principles, but there are many tricks of
the trade which have no such justification. As a matter of fact,
tricks of the trade can rarely be taught, except to an adequate
imitator. By very definition, professional men cannot be imitators.
It can be argued with a good deal of force that a program such
as is outlined above would lead to the development of a lot of
theorists and not to men trained to solve the problems of their day
and generation. Too much emphasis upon general principles, upon
theory, is always anathema to the practical man, for he rarely sees
any connection between the world of theory and the hard facts of
everyday living. But note this: if the first principles acquired in the
university of the higher learning are real, and valid, and significant,
they are just the tools which everyone, professional men and laymen
alike, needs to have at his command. It is not enough to be able
to wield a skillful scalpel or to know where andwhen a legal decision
was made; one must know when, as well as how, to use these tools.
Vocational training that teaches only the how of technics should be
excluded from every institution of the higher learning; but any
educational program which trains men to know when, and why, and
how to use technicsis averyintegral part of any true higher learning.
That the above has been in part recognized by medical educators
is attested by the fact that around the turn of the century there was
a revolt against proprietary medical schools. In order to combat
the evils of schools which trained men only in technics, a scheme of
full-time medicine was proposed and put into effect in a number of
schools. It was hoped that by selecting able men whose training in
fundamental principles had been adequate and sound, and placing
them in charge of various divisions of the school, greater efficiency
in medical education could be realized. There can be no doubt
that this was in a very real sense a forward step. However, the
price of living is movement, and advancement should not cease at
this point.
Another development in medical education which has rendered
great service in the attempt to lift the medical schools out of the
rank of trade schools, was the appointment to positions in the pre-
clinical years of non-medical men who had received special training
in one or more of the fundamental sciences. In all fairness it must
be said that many of these men received appointments not because
of any far-sighted vision on the part of the school, but rather because
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of the lack of adequately trained medical men who were ready and
willing to enter the educational field. The medical schools owe
much to the men who hold these chairs, but the practice should be
extended, for this is one of the sure ways of keeping the emphasis
on things fundamental, and militates against the purely practical.
The difficulty of obtaining properly qualified medical men for posi-
tions involving teaching and research in medical schools is in itself
evidence of the inadequacy of most medical training. For a man
trained in medicine to acquire the elements of the scientific method,
the broad background, and the firm foundation of the adequately
trained scientist, he must spend untold hours in self-education out-
side of his chosen field. Few men are so gifted as to make this
possible. When they do appear, they are invariably superior. To
them belongs most of the credit for the great improvements in
medical education during the last fifty years.
The professional schools should not be dismayed nor should
they summarily dismiss the criticisms offered by President Hutchins;
rather they should accept them as a challenge. Fortunately, the
attempt to develop toward the ideals of the true professional school
would not mean in most instances any great radical revision of the
machinery of medical education. On the contrary, most of it could
be carried out within the framework of the best of the modern
schools. It would mean, chiefly, the selection of personnel ade-
quately trained in the Higher Learning. A school so manned could
have no further need to develop elaborate technical procedures nor
complex schemes of organization. The matter could be left safely
in their hands, for such men, because of their very training, never
get lost in the maze of non-essential detail, nor do they ever find it
necessary to erect complex schemes of course organization to take
the place of true learning. The most vital problem of the profes-
sional school is now, as it has always been, the problem of adequately
trained personnel. The best possible source for such men is in the
kind of university President Hutchins has outlined.
It is high time that the universities and the professional schools
review their educational policies and revise their curricula and the
teaching staff in order that they may train the coming generations to
meet intelligently and with sound knowledge the fundamental prob-
lems which they will have to face. This can only be done by rooting
out of our educational systems all that which trains only in the
technics of making a living, and substituting men soundly trained in
the best possible knowledge, i.e., in the fundamental experimentally
verified general principles of the sciences involved.
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